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I see myself as a person with high ambitions and a curiosity that 
blossoms the most in a work environment where the tasks vary and 

where I am faced with daily tests. I am self-employed, enterprising, 
responsive, have good collaboration ability and are very liked by 

colleagues. I am flexible, creative and patient.  

  

OBJECTIVES  

What drives me as an individual is challenges as I am conscious and 

focused. I have a strong inner glow that drives me to want to develop. My 

philosophy, both private and professional, is to bring new knowledge with 

me every day and spread it to others.  

  

PROFESSIONAL AMBITIONS  

My goal is a stimulating and developing work where I can use my broad 

knowledge and be given the opportunity to develop practically and 

theoretically.  

     As a linguist, I see myself as a very important and interesting tool of my 

career. I really get to use my planning and coordination skills. I work as an 

interpreter and translator this gives me the opportunity to travel 

throughout Sweden, Norway, Denmark, EU Brussels and Strasbourg. I 

work as a professional translator of important documents to the Nordic and 

other EU countries.  

     I am very used to speaking, reading poems, writing and holging 

lectures.  

     I have written Anthology and received a lot of praise from a great many 

people (they can give recommendations if needed).  



     I also have experience in project management: have been responsible for 

a project called Sida by Sida - it is Roma who play and dance with 

contemporary dancers.  

  
MY EDUCATION  

Specialist magister for Dyslexia, Göteborg University  

Integrationsmentor, Borås University  

Child nurse, Kungahällagymnasium  

  

MY WORKPLACES  

Specialist magister for dyslexia , Children Nurse, Integration mentor, Interpreter, 
Translator  

- As a magister I worked between 1980-1999  

- As a child nurse I have worked at Queen Silvia Hospital for Children's  

Medicine with sick children and at Play Therapy between 1978-1980  

- Interpreter since 1999: Semantix, Järva Interpreter, Language Service,  

Interpreter Chamber  

(Semantix , Järva Tolkförmedling, Språkservice, Tolk Kammaren)  

  

LANGUAGES I HAVE CONFIRMED IN SPEECH AND WRITING  

Romani language, I speak several different dialects and write fluently.  

I write and read fluent Cyrillic letters.  

Swedish, I speak and write fluently.  

English, I speak and write fluently.  

Serbian, Macedonian, Croatian, I speak and write fluently.  

  

The language spoken in the home daily is, Romani, Macedonian, Croatian 

and Swedish.  

  

HOBBY  

I am interested in research work,languages, fishing, cycling, nature, 

classical music/visit different opera houses in the world, read books, right 



poesi , yoga, indian culture, travel, walks in nature, children, animals and 

people.  

I often spend time with family and friends and am active and enjoy going 

outdoors.  

My main interests are literature, opera, cycling, fishing and nature.  


